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I SUQRT 

The CjSeotiVe of this progran was to fabricate a hig optical quality, light. 

weight solar concentrator using a fim-foot dionater glass convex sater as a 

reference optical surface, The conzntrator was to be made by extending an 

existing Boeing process which ouploya filled epoxy rsin, a'unitzs honeycomb, 

and fiberglass cloth, to include the use of a glass cnter. The glass cone 

vaster used as a rnfe nno optical su-fac was supplied q NASAfor use in 

this contract. 

The lightwalgh concntrator to be fabricated in this progran wee scheduled for 

deUver7 to XASA."aley for evaluation. 

Although the coplete objective of the progran was not realized, signi cant 

refieenti in the replica process were made. Several succesaful aspects of 

the program were excellent replication of the optical surface of the glas 

water on the filled-epoxy substrate, successful deoncstraion of preparation 

and support techniques develoed for se of glass asrers and development of 

a new spraying technique for applying the nultiple layers of epoxy resin which 

forn the optical substrate. 

Proof of copatability of the Boeing replication process with glasme asters was 

deontrated by caking several B itAh dUnater mpeoins and a 1/5 scale odel 

concentrator on glass casters. In all cases the substrate was intact aft-r 

earing and cooling. Nothing was disolosed in these precautionary experiments 

to indicate that difficulty would be experienced in proceeding with fabrication 

of the 60 inch diameter concentrear. Ho-iver, the filled-epoxy optical sub

state of this larger concentrator ruptured while aoling after a=, r 
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to the amnehigh temperature cure cyclo which was vsed successfully for fab

ricatng the 1/3 scale model. 

It has been concluded that the less was due to the effects of larger than an

ticipated tensile strewa which developed because of the difference in con

traction on cooling between the glass mater and the filled epoxy optical sub

strute. ocalions of this type had not been experienced previously on 60 imh 

rplinaticns because filled epoxy n ,ter having tb sane contraction charwc

teflotics as the optical substiats were used. 

Thee in sufficient lattitudt in the choice of cure temperature for epoxy 

resins, (particularly as is true in thi usage where the servie loads are 

liht and the temperature to which the product will be exposed is low), to 

elect the use of a lower cure temperature which will provide sufficient relief 

from the contraction differential problem to insure successful fabclcation of 

lightweight parabolio conoentrators by the Boeing prooqeo from glass casters. 

Although high temp-ture (300 - 400'F) care temperatures are noally used 

far epoxy-fibergls structural laminates, the requirement for this thermal 

treatment for replica substrate applicatiars such as ours has not been establi, 

ed. In fwt, curing at high temperature on large glass aters appears to 

degrads rather than enhance the Boeing replica mirr process. 

My liziting the in cure temperature to 250-F and asking other minor 

adjustmnts during tb. cure, the problem associated with the ue of a glass 

master is expected to be overocse. The other e4cponenta of the concentrator 

including the honeyosb-fiberglass sandwich, the stiffening rim, and the 

support brackets are still useful because they were not assembled to an 

DnwEV SYM____ oj"f2-201101-. 



II 

optical substrate. The aailability of these items, representing a =jor 

cost of the program, minimizes the cost of making another concentrator be

cause only the substrate need be forced. It is felt that became of the min. 

iM cost reQuirad and the nearness to completion of a good concentrator, that 

this Prosan shobld be continued. 

IITRODUCTION 

The work described in thin repot was done to fulfill NASA Contract No. NiST-16! 

and Mod, 1 to the contract, A general description of the work to be accomplish. 

is givon in Ref. I entitled, "Fabrication of Udhtweight Fyznblle en 

Prom a Glass Master -. Ref. 1 was originally submitted in response to Jet 

Propulsion laboratory (JIf) RFQ 14191 which covered a much broader scope of 

york than was required in this contract. The existing oontract required only 

the delivery of one fiv-foot diameter lightweight concentrator and this 

final report. 

Techniques for fabricating lightweight solar concentrators with suitable op

tical quality to power theriocnic converters in opace, hes been dvelopod 
at 

Boeing over the pat four years. After considerable experimentation with 

arious hyro~osses for fabracating concentrtons, a replica technique employing 

filled-epoxy resins fibnrglmms ard allunirm honeyc=b was chosen, This
 

replicatiln process and them materials Vere chosen for four pimemy reasons;
 

(1) an excellent optical surface replica oan be made from either a concave or 

convex tool; (2) the structural strength ;nd design of the concentrator can
 

be varied to satisfy nearly any environeatal requirement; (3) the weight can
 

be made low due to the low densities of the materials involyed; and (4) the
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materials are toizgnetio, a desirable feature for most space experiments. 

Sie the primary object of the contract was to demonstrate feaslbility, it 

to obtain, the best possible optical quality and ore-than-adequatedecided 

structural strength. This would result in a concentrator weight slightly 

higher than that which would be obtainable witi a stracturally and opticall' 

optimized design. 

Prior to the contract Boeing fabricated and tested a five-foot diameter str 

to and witbstoomural prototype concentrator. This prototype was subjected 

both static ani djnamic tests outlined in thp original JPL RPQ 14191. Ths 

detailed results of these tests were presented in the apponr1x of the final 

report (Ref. 2) on the first pahse of this contract. 

III ACCCISMNESPS 

.A. Glass Yamsterr..aec 

The potential problems aassosted with the use of a glass vaster were consit 

master would not be damaged or broken during the fabricationso that the 

process. The following environental conditions had to be withst'od by the 

eaSter and its associated mounting struoture during the fabrication process: 

1. Tomporatueras high as 500a'l 

any of three ortho2. 	 Suspension of the glass by its periphery in 

gaa2 directions; 

3. pressures as low as I X 10
- 6 Ton; 

4. 	 A force on the crver ourface of 0.5 psi in the axial direction. 

.of the paraboloid. 

No. D2-20150-I 
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The high temperature is encountered when curing the epox rean. The suspension 

requirement is dictated lr the fat that the convex surface cst face down. 

war during vacuun deposition of a silvr partim film and must face upward 

during masn application. High vaout is encountered during vcuum deposition. 

The requirement of mesoting to 0.5 psi by peripheral supporting results from 

vacum bagging when the honeycomb-fibrgkss laaboloidal sandwich is bonded 

to the resin substrate on the lass. 

The technique for supportirng the glass mater which beet satisfied the above 

envronmental conditions involved potting the edge of the glass into a steel 

support ring assembly with a sil cone potting compound (General Electric RT-40) 

A scale drawing of the support ring aseenly is shown in Fig. 1. One feature 

is that the lans does not touch the metal support riga at au point. This 

is izmprtsnt because of the difference in coefficient of expansion between 

j!se and steel. The gap of about 1/1 inco betweca the glass and the rings 

vas filled with iiV-4O as shown. The steel clips which extend over the edge 

of the glass were also covered with RT-40. Those li*ps would ha.e prevented 

the glas caster from falling out of the ring aseably in the event of potting 

compound failure when the caster wa in a convex down position, The W'v-4O 

potting composed served a second purpose in addition to supporting the glasag 

it provided a feather edge trasition from the glass to the support assembly, 

thus preventing trapping or bonding of the epc'j resin to the edge of the 

glass. It should be noted that the vacuu deposited silver parking filn 

covered both the glass and RT-4O compound. 

The procedure which was followed in preparing the glass master for layup of 

epoxy resin is d-cribed below. After a thorough ohemical cleaning the =aster 

wa placed in the ring asaembly as shown in Fig. 1. All of the potting 

SYMe n D2-20150-1SCT. PA 



operations were carried on in a cles root. A nvnber of 2/4 inch thick 

ML a1' were placed between the conae side of the glues and thespacer. 

support rings. That, the ed&e Tolune was filled with TV pricer so the pri 

coated about . one inch wide circaferential strip of the edge of the conve 

surface. The application of priner is shown in Fig. 2. The filling ring 

clasped onto the asseubly during this operation to providoe a dan for tie 1R 

priner. This forced the primer higher up o-, the glass taster. The priLer 

was than drained out and the film was left to dry for 2 hours, Then, the 

edge tolume,.s filled with UF-40 so that a 3/4 inch wide oircnnfereatial 

6trip of the glass was covyred. Care was taken to keep the level of RTV-40 

below that of the primer. Applicmtion of the RTV-4G ccopourd is shown in 

Fig. 3, The final stop in the potting operation was to remove the filling 

ring end allow tb RIn-4 +o flow down over the edge of the support rings a, 

clips. The result van a complete coating of RV-40 on the support ringn am 

the edge of the glass. After the MTV-4O had galled, the master and support 

ring assembly were taken from the clean room and placed in a "acuum coater 

vhere a parting film of silver and a protective film f silicon teonozide wer 

applied. These films covered both the glass and the potting compound. The 

coated aster was then removed frto the vacuumo oanber and placed in a 160-1 

oven where the coatings of epoxy resin were applied. Fig. 4 shows the glass 

master in the oven prior to the layup. This copletes the discussionon the 

proparation of the glass master. 

FAMICALIRNB. ONCENTRATOR 

Fabrication of the solar concentrator which included layup of tae optio'fl 

substrate onto the glass nnter, fabrication of the toneycob-fibergass san 

wsch no 4t, stiftfprnA edas. fh.4tin a the SUnOrt ]rdw". antd the 

02-20150-iEV SMO 
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assembly of thleoe components, hau been treated in detail in Refs. 1, 2. and 

3 and will pot be discussed hero. An assembly drawing of the concentrator 

us components is shown in Fig, 5. The honyoamb-fiboridentifying the vari 

glass paraboloidal sandwich and rin stiffener were successfully fabricated 

allow th andwichbetare the optical substrate layup was started. This would 

to be joined to the otical substrata as soon as the substrate as cure., 

However, since a good optical substrate was not msde at this tise as will be 

the sarAvd oh, rio, and brackets are still availablesubsequently 	 explained, 

to a good optical substrate. It should be noted that immediatelyfor assembly 

muccssflly demonstrated onpier to contract work the complete procsas 

both 8 and 20 inch diaseto glass casters, The stresses on these smalsrl 

trial parts were apprently low enough to avoid ruptu e 

The first layul of an optical r..bstrate was done by spraging the first two 

of filled epoxy resin and brushing the ren ining layers ato the 

applied by spraying to mdnize 

costs 

glass aster. The first two coats were 


This layap
the chance of disturbing or scratching the silver parting Cilm. 


mall piece
was aborted durirg applimation of the second brush cost after a 

(3/8 inch diaceter) of silver parting film was lifted from the master hen-

After this occ urencs it was decided to abandon theremoving a brush hsir. 

brashing completely and to 6pray all costs of resin. A trial ls;up in which 

-11 coats were sprayed onto a 20 inch diameter glass meter prcduced a good 

cumical surface. Fro this it was concluded that the ncxt optical sfuostrate 

be formed by spraying all coats. The advantages of the spraying techwould 

nique ares (1) it mnimises the possibility of disturbing the silver parting 

thinner, more conttnt thickneesfilm Sn the glass rnaster; (2) it allows 

coatings to be applied; and (3) it shortens the length of time that shop 

s r N. f2-2010-Il 



personnel muct b exposed to hot ovens during resin application. It is believe 

that the spraying technique developed herein is a significant improvement to 

the 'Boeing process. 

After the second lyup of an optical substrate by spraying all coatings and 

euri1k. frectur was experieoned while cooling. The los as described below. 

was not attributed to the spraying technique for forcing the substrate. The 

spray technique resulted It a good optical surface atnd a constant substrte 

thicamess. A explanwticn for the loss of the substrate follow, 

The lasyp of the nultilayer, filled-epoxy substrate onto the glass master was 

ucceesfally coepleted. A typical high-tenperature cure cycle wos then run in 

whioh the resin was subjected to lOOF for two hours, 2500P for two hours, and 

300P f o four hours. Car, was taken in this thermal cycle to assure unifor 

pert temperature cad reasonably sall temperature charnes per unit of tine. 

After the C00 cure the temperature was slowly reduced, During this reductior 

in temporaturn, the epoxy optical substrate exhibited cracking due to the 

effects of tensile stresses. The srak occurred A'ta tewperatuzo of 125?, 

with an elapsed time of 7 hours after the reduction fro 3000 began. It ua 

obsexr d. fron fractured sections of the epoxy optical substrate that the ropli( 

optical sfame was of excellent specular quality as expeoted. It is assumei 

that the high stresses preceeding the loe were due to the larger than ex

pected difference in contraoticn between the glss ster and the filled-epoxy 

sibstrate. This problem had never occurred previously because epoxy nsters 

having the . contraction charmtristice as the substrate were usd on 60 

Inch tisahter eplIcitions. 

RE/ SYN.__ _ crtnc D22-20150-1 
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It is believed that three factors contributed to the loss; first, and probably 

most important, the 3007 post-cure tesxbrtur which is a desirable heat 

treatment for this epoxy rsin in other applications, may be detrimental to 

the resin whon compounded with our fillers and used for large solar concentrator 

configurations. Second, the rate of cool down from the 300-F come temperature 

was too fast for the resin compound to obtain stress relief s a function of 

tine, Third, although no significant thermal gradients vere detected on the 

concave surface of the glass water which was monitored, there may hate bee 

convection currents in the curing ovem which .aused a smil but critical 

thermal gradiont between the glass maezr and the expo3ed conex urfae of 

the resin. 

The care cycle will be altered sufficiently in the fabrication of future con

centrators to retain high specular surface characteristics, and to eliminate 

the possibility of the substrate cracking during cool down. 

Iv CONCWUSIO1S ANDRE OOATIOITS 

ma following concluions were made PA a result of work aeccomplished in the 

contracti 

1. 	 The honeycomb-fiberglass paraboidal sandwich and its associated 

otiffening rim can be successfully fabricated uwi an eist1ng 

epoxy convex tool, for use with an optical substrate formed on 

the glass master; 

2. 	 The support ring ssembly and potting tochnique for holding the 

glass ast worked satisfactoTiy; 

EV SYM 	 n o D2-20150-1 
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3. 	 A new spraying technique used. for applying resin to the elase 

master ve a siwnificamt improvemont in the process; 

4. 	 -'he canuse of the substrate loss was the diffrrence in contraction 

between the filled-epox and gles. Ts it was concluded that a 

acod concentrator could be mrA from a gssa mater by adjusting the 

caue 	 cycle for the substrate to limit the amount of contrctnon on 

cooling te a non-ritical level. 

i. s reommended that an.dditional effort be made to complete a concentrator 

for the following r asow, 

1. 	 It is believed that current mterial-proierty tests on the epoxy 

resin will show that an optical substrate can be completed without 

IoB if ninor adjustanrt are made in the care cyole; 

2. 	 Thu cost of an additional attempt would be minim because only an 

opticsl substrate neod be -9, for assembly with other ex.sting 

completed parts 

.2-20150-1REV SYI, 
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1. 	 "Fabrication of Lightsvigbt Parabollo Concentraote Fro a Glass X~set, 

Boeing Document D2-90l12 dated JaMnar7 1962. 

2. 	 "yabrication of Mihtveight Parabolic Cooestrton fro an EpW 

CoVnet Fastor - PinaI Report," 

Booing Doourent D2.0C4, dated December 1962. 

3. 	 "Development and Testing of Idghtveight Solar Concentrators", 

Boeing Doo.rent D2,10107, dated June 1961. 

4. 	 -Vtntion Tests of Prototype Five-Foot Solar Concentrator, 

Boeing Documant D2-20677, dated May 1962. 
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FIGURE 4. GLASS MASTER COATED WITH SILVER PRIOR TO LAYUP 
19 
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